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Looking for some insight? Check out our resource library here!



Get your next idea here!
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Opportunity is everywhere. 
So is CMG.

For every business, there are customers here and far. We help you find them, convert them, and keep them--from your backyard to the great beyond.


Become a Customer
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Better Together: Co-viewing on OTT Drive Explosive Engagement










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 






Industry specific solutions. Universally envied results.


We think fast, act faster, and deliver on our promises. No matter your industry, we know how to activate your audience. 



	
Home Services

	
Automotive

	
Law Firm

	
National Franchise

	
Healthcare




Explore More Industries
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Quick Resource

How a Video Marketing Strategy Can Boost Your Business









Roofing Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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HVAC Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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Dealership Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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Auto Parts Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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Law Firm Strategies


How we do it
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Food Franchise Strategies


How we do it
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Ice Cream Franchise Strategies


How we do it
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Pizza Franchise Strategies


How we do it
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Cosmetic Surgery Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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Pharmacy Marketing Strategies


How we do it
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Our team works seamlessly to get you results worth investing in.
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Our client's results speak for themselves.



Explore Our Results









400%

RETURN ON AD SPEND







125%

INCREASE IN REVENUE
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TACTICS IMPLEMENTED













We're in good company.

We put our people, power, and technology toward a unified goal: your success. We're a proud Google Premier Partner and Legacy Media Brand, but above all else, we're humans who love to inspire other humans to action. 
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February 23, 2024

Connected TV Trends in 2024









Search



Search
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7 Essential Digital Marketing Strategies for Auto Dealerships 

February 22, 2024
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Revving Up Sales: Automotive Marketing Trends and Strategies

January 31, 2024
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Local SEO Strategies for Car Dealerships

January 31, 2024
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Local SEO Strategies for General Contractors

January 31, 2024














Yes, we are that CMG.

We're not a digital marketing agency built on empy promises. When you ask us to help solve your ROI--we take that seriously.

You could burn money, energy, and time trying to conquer the competitive marketing landscape — or you could rely on our decades of tested-and-perfected experience to guide your campaign in the right direction from day one. We're more than a marketing partner. Here's why:







Weâ€™re a melting pot of talent:

Left brain buzz meets right brain brilliance at CMG. We're a group of big thinkers from different walks of life, ensuring results for every kind of business goal.






Weâ€™re here in your backyard:

We offer big agency results with boutique agency personability. Us being here means you get unfettered access to your account executive.






We know what works:

Decades of rigorous reporting and data analysis inform all of our campaigns. We don't shoot in the dark, we shoot where we know we'll hit.






Weâ€™re good people:

Working with a partner who is in your city and you actually want to go to lunch with = less stress and better outcomes.
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Our Partners and Publishers

When it comes to your digital marketing, we only partner with the top leaders in the industry to help get you the best results possible. Because we're a part of CMG, digital advertising with us is credible, accessible, data-driven and transparent. 




Our Strategy










Let's Chat
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CMG Local Solutions

1601 West Peachtree St. NE Atlanta, GA 30309




470-508-3300
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Let CMG Local Solutions Be Your Guide.

The Right Solution for Any Marketing Mix

Looking for a complete digital marketing pulse check? A local guide with the specialized knowledge to set you apart? A reliable partner for the long haul? Whatever it is you need -- you do the dreaming, we'll do the doing.






REQUEST A CONSULTATION




PARTNERS & JOB SEEKERS
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